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Summary: Conventional academic discourse, within both law and political science tells the story of how the European Court of Justice, though its judgments and judicial practices has ‘constitutionalised’ the EC Treaty, reformatting an intergovernmental bargain into a federal legal order. Many accounts have presented the Court as the heroic champion of integration, pushing the integrationist agenda forward when political channels are blocked, and integration through political and legislative means stalled. This article considers whether, in the period following the rejection of the formal constitutionalisation project, it is appropriate to look to the Court to step in and continue the drive towards further, deeper integration, and to further develop and entrench its own constitutional role. It is argued that such a view should not be too readily accepted, as it could be seen as affording too great a respect for the rhetoric of judicial constitutionalisation, which is presented as both fallacious and unhelpful, and as affording insufficient recognition of the realities of the Court’s role as a legal institutional actor operating within a complex context in which it has limited autonomy. The paper reviews existing academic assessments of the constitutionalising role of the Court, before considering the significance of the recently proposed Treaty changes to the role and position of the Court, which leads to a consideration of the limited prospects for continued judicial ‘constitutionalisation’ in the future.

Introduction

Conventional academic discourse, within both law and political science tells the story of how the European Court of Justice, though its judgments and judicial practices has ‘constitutionalised’ the EC Treaty, reformatting an intergovernmental bargain into a federal legal order. This rhetoric of constitutionalisation has itself been long used by the Court. Within academic accounts, emphasis has also been placed on the constitutional adjudicatory role the Court plays amongst the other functions it performs, and indeed, there have been calls for reform of the judicial architecture so as to assign it a purely constitutional role. Additionally, conventional accounts have presented the Court as the heroic champion of integration, pushing the integrationist agenda forward when political
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channels are blocked, and integration through political and legislative means stalled. On one level then, in the period following the rejection of the formal constitutionalisation project, it is perhaps not inappropriate to look to the Court to step in and continue the drive towards further, deeper integration, and to further develop and entrench its own constitutional role. However, it is argued that such a view should not be too readily accepted, as it could be seen as affording too great a respect for the rhetoric of judicial constitutionalisation, and insufficient recognition of the realities of the Court’s role as a legal institutional actor operating within a complex context in which it has limited autonomy.

1: Constitutionalisation by the Court

All students of EU law are steeped in the canon of familiar cases which are strung together in a legal narrative which tells the story of the Court of Justice’s constitutionalisation of the Treaty.

Starting with Van Gend en Loos\(^1\) and Costa v Enel\(^2\) it tells how the Court, through its judicial pronouncements, created a set of principles which structure the EU legal order. Through these early, crucial interventions, the Court recognised the possibility of direct effect of Community law, thereby creating a framework in which rights derived from Community law could, under certain circumstances, be relied on directly before national courts. Further, these Community law rights are to be regarded as supreme, thereby trumping conflicting national law, of whatever status. The Court subsequently developed a set of legal principles on the operation and effectiveness of remedies for the breach of EC law at national level, going so far as to construct a right to damages for individuals in the event of a sufficiently serious breach of EC law by the Member States.\(^3\) Additionally, the Court was to expand on the review of legality of Community acts with which it was charged under Article 230 EC Treaty, identifying a set of overarching ‘general principles’, including fundamental human rights, which could operate as legally enforceable constraints on the exercise of power by the EC institutions, and also by the Member States in the context of their application of EC law. In this way, it developed itself a role as a court of constitutional review, famously proclaiming that the EC ‘is a Community based on the rule of law, in as much as neither its Member States nor its institutions can avoid a review of the question of whether the measures adopted by them are in conform-
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ity with the basic constitutional charter, the Treaty.\(^4\) Added to this has been the Court’s role in determining the extent of the EC’s internal and external competences, fixing the outer limits of the legitimate exercise of the EC’s attributed powers.

The Court then may be seen as having been a motor of integration, driving the Community ever onward towards further and deeper integration. The steady accretion of constitutionalising case law over the years may be presented as the inevitable achievement of the ‘certaine idée de l’Europe’\(^5\) coded into its legal system, and as according with some blue print to which the Court is tirelessly working. However, such an account has been demonstrated as being based on assumptions about the Court and the law which are fallacious, and unhelpful. Such assumptions, it will be shown in this section, are fallacious, as they overstate the integrative capacity of law, and posit a view of the case law as progressing ineluctably to an inevitable constitutional finalité. They are also unhelpful, in that the rhetoric of constitutionalisation ascribed to the Court’s activities was taken as the starting point in the negotiations and drafting work which lead to the Treaty Establishing a Constitution for the European Union, a process which revealed the judicial constitution to be out of step, and irreconcilable with social and political reality. This point will be considered in section 2. The constitutional significance for the Court of the Reform Treaty mandate is examined in section 3, before a consideration of the future of judicial constitutionalisation is provided in section 4.

That caution should be exercised in accepting the simplified constitutional narrative was a point raised over two decades ago by Shapiro. He launched a critique on conventional lawyerly accounts of constitutionalisation by the Court as being ‘constitutional law without politics’ which presents the Community as a juristic idea; the written constitution as a sacred text; the professional commentary as a legal truth; the case law as the inevitable working out of the correct implications of the constitutional text; and the constitutional court as the disembodied voice of right reason and constitutional teleology.\(^6\)

Picking up this critique, Shaw challenged the assumption underpinning many accounts of the Court which posits ‘an immutable link between law and legal processes and integration’, where the latter ‘is conventionally if somewhat simplistically understood as a process leading
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towards greater centralisation of governmental functions’. Shaw asserts that ‘the role of law and of the Court in feeding integration processes is taken for granted, and frequently overstated’, whilst the true picture is significantly more complex. Wincott similarly, critiques the ‘inevitability of the constitutionalisation of Community law’ apparent in some doctrinal accounts, which writes out politics and agency, and assumes a ‘linear progression towards ever closer union’. Clearly, Shaw and Wincott are not denying that the Court has handed down judgments of constitutional significance, but they highlight that attempts to present this as an inevitable, inexorable move towards further integration would be wrong. And an easy reliance on the court as a constitutional champion is misplaced.

A major corrective to conventional constitutional accounts has been in the growth of work which focuses on the environment in which Court operates, on its interlocutors, and, importantly, on their interrelationships. Wincott for example, attacks approaches which ‘assume that the statement of a legal principle by the Court is tantamount to the constitution of a new legal reality, rather than understanding it as part of a policy making process’ and further demonstrates that the Court has by no means been in full control of the environment in which it operates. Similarly, Armstrong’s approach reflects an understanding that the Court’s jurisprudence ‘should not be conceived of in terms of fidelity to a foundational Member State bargain, nor to a preordained teleology of integration, but rather to an attempt to mediate between law and its environment’. In this environment, the Court’s identity as a judicial institution is paramount: to ensure its legitimacy qua judicial authority, it has to be seen to be operating according to legal processes and norms of appropriateness. The Court’s rulings have to fulfil certain basic requirements so as to satisfy the demands of ‘internal’, or legal legitimacy.
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which would include the sources used by it in reaching its judgment, and the nature of its reasoning processes. The Court’s immediate legal institutional environment is to be seen as limiting and structuring: ‘[I]t structures access to the courts and the formalities of appearing before the ECJ. It structures the substantive forms of argument which can be raised and the procedures for doing so. It structures the normative construction of facts presented to the ECJ’. An account of the Court’s case law which is more in line with the identity of the Court as a judicial institution, operating according to judicial norms is provided by former Judge at the Court, David Edward: ‘[T]he judge must proceed from one case to another, seeking, as points come up for decision, to make the legal system consistent, coherent, workable and effective’.

A judgment which is internally justifiable according to legal norms will not necessarily be externally justifiable, that is, be considered ethically, politically or ideologically acceptable by other actors. That is not to say that the Court operates in an apolitical vacuum, of course. External forces may well prove important, but these have to be fed into, and responded to, within the context of the Court operating as a legal institution. The Court operates within a dense network of policy actors, including referring courts, national supreme and constitutional courts, the Commission, Advocates General, Member States governments and litigants. Some of these actors have a particularly privileged place in the Court’s institutional structure, enabling them ready access to participate in cases, presenting the Court with their own perspectives on the ‘correct’ response in particular case, and feeding into an ongoing, iterative process of policy, and polity development. Important recent work has seen attention turn to assessments of the contributions made to the direction of the Court’s case law by the submissions of Advocates General, as well as of the Member State governments, through the observations made before the Court, in a range of policy sectors. However, it is perhaps significant and reflective of the continued dominance of the autonomous, heroic view of the Court to note how little attention lawyers have placed on the important interchanges which have taken place between Commission and Court since Stein identified the former’s apparent contribution
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in 1981. Reviewing the then extant corpus of constitutionalising cases, Stein demonstrated that in all but two of the eleven cases, the Court’s judgments accorded with the views presented by the legal service of the Commission. Indeed, it was the Commission which had introduced to the Court in Van Gend the idea of the Community system as a new legal order, and had argued strongly for the recognition of direct effect of Community law provisions. In fact, the Court stopped short of the Commission’s position in this case, which sought acknowledgement of the supremacy principle, though of course this was later to come in Costa. Stein views the Court as having been ‘led’ by the Commission, their close alliance ‘probably alleviat[ing] some of the concern members of the Court may have felt regarding the legitimacy and acceptance of its rulings’.

All this should not be taken as assuming that the Court is in some way captured by the political actors in the field, it is not the agent to their principal, simply, it will be aware of its political environment, of what is presented as politically appropriate, and may seek to incorporate such views when exercising its judicial functions.

Just as there were particular views held by the members of the Legal Services of the Commission, it is of course relevant to consider the views held and approaches taken by the members of the Court at a particular time. Sometimes these may well coalesce around une certain idée de l’Europe which is shared by certain other political actors. Certain views may be deeply embedded in the system, such as the attainment of effectiveness and coherence in the legal order, whilst others may be more policy specific, reflecting particular political and economic ideologies. Such principles and values could include for example, the achievement of the goal of market integration, fair competition, and respect for family life. However, such principles should not necessarily be seen as static, or all powerful, as they respond to changing values of the time, and also to the shifting composition of the Court. The importance of judicial backgrounds was averred to by another former Judge of the ECJ, Ulrich Everling, who, in the mid 1980s, suggested the Court’s ‘increasingly caus-
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23 As witnessed in a number of recent citizenship/free movement cases such as Case C-413/99 Baumbast v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2002] ECR I-7091; Case C-60/00 Carpenter v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2002] ECR I-6279; however, the model of the family being protected is a particularly traditional one, cf the treatment of gay partnership rights: Case C-249/96 Grant v South-West Trains [1998] ECR I-621; Joined Cases C-122/99 P and C 125/99 P D and Sweden v Council [2001] ECR I-4319.
tious’ approach to laying down general principles was in part due to ‘the arrival of judges from the common law tradition schooled in case law and inclined to a pragmatic approach’. 24

A further corrective offered by Shaw to the conventional constitutionalisation approach was her recognition of disintegration in the EU legal order, the counterpoint to increasing centralisation, apparent, for example, in the fragmented pillars of the Union, and, within the EC pillar, in the space for difference and diversity reflected in the norms, tools and techniques of the law. These include the principle of subsidiarity, but also in longer standing elements, such as the space afforded for national variation by directives. Such elements are presented ‘not as exceptions to an integrationist norm, but as autonomous facets of the whole’. 25 Ten years on from Shaw’s contribution, the disintegrative elements in the EU order are more pronounced, or at least, more acknowledged by legal commentators, disintegration becoming normalised, as accounts of the Court and the legal order mature. Extensive work for example has been undertaken examining the open method of co-ordination as a governance technique, 26 as an alternative to legal regulation, and incorporating it into our models of the EU legal order, though of course, steering through soft law is by no means new phenomenon. 27 The assumption that the Court seeks ‘to expand the scope of supranational governance’ whilst claimed by Stone Sweet to be ‘implicitly shared by nearly all legal scholars’ 28 is increasingly untenable, as seen by the cases in which it has resisted centralising tendencies. 29 Nor, it should be noted, has the Court pursued all lines so as to reinforce its own constitutional role. It famously has chosen not to facilitate the route to the Court for direct challenges to the legality of Community measures for ‘non-privileged’ actors under Article 230 EC Treaty. As Schepel and Blankenburg point out, it has ‘refrained from turning Article [230] into a vehicle of general constitutional review’.

Further,

[a] court that wants to engage in lawmaking usually transforms its courtroom into a legislative assembly - allowing class actions, public interest litigation, popular constitutional complaints, Brandeis briefs. The most striking feature of the ECJ’s case law is that it has resisted all of these.30

In short, ‘constitutionalisation’ may be a consequence of the activities of the Court, a useful label ascribed to the various judgments which have had a structuring impact on the nature of the EU legal order, but constitutionalisation should not be seen as some inherent logic within the legal system, driving the Court - and the integration process - ever forward.

2: The Court under the Constitutional Treaty

The conventional rhetoric of judicial constitutionalism - and the strength of the Court- created constitution was to be tested by the attempts to formalise certain key aspects under the Constitutional Treaty. The Constitutional Treaty would also affect in a number of competing ways the Court’s role and status as the supreme and constitutional court for the EU. However, compared to the political institutions, the Court received very limited attention in the process of drafting and adopting the Constitutional Treaty. It was not directly represented in the Convention framework, none of the Working Groups focused exclusively on the Court and its future role, though certain of the Court’s members were involved (in a personal capacity) in presenting evidence to the Working Groups which fed into the draft Treaty presented by the Convention to the Intergovernmental Conference. Somewhat belatedly, and in response to concerns raised in the Convention’s plenary discussion about the limited attention paid to the Court, a ‘Discussion Circle’ on the Court was established. The Circle was given a very limited period in which it meet and present its report,31 and, with the odd exception, the suggested areas for its attention were of relatively limited constitutional signifi cance. These issues included possible changes to the procedure for appointing the Judges and Advocates-General; changes to the decision rules for amendments to the Court’s rules of procedure; consideration of the names of the Courts; the fining power of the Court of Justice where states fail to comply with its judgment; and of greater constitutional significance, the standing rules for individual applicants to bring actions in judicial review before the Courts.

30 H Schepel and E Blankenburg, ‘Mobilizing the European Court of Justice’ in de Búrca and Weiler (n 14) 41.
31 It met on four occasions in February and March 2003 before presenting its main report, CONV 636/03, on 25 March 2003.
The creation of the Constitutional Treaty necessarily involved attempts to formalise and concretise certain constitutional doctrines which formerly existed solely in the Court’s jurisprudence (and ‘received’ with varying degrees of enthusiasm and consistency by the national courts), and which had never, as such, been held up to a binary accept/reject determination on the part of Member State governments. It is in relation to the principle of primacy, or supremacy, where we see the most glaring mismatch between the conventional rhetoric of judicial constitutionalism clashing with other legal and political realities. A privileging of the Court of Justice’s jurisprudence presents Community law supremacy as an essential, fundamental and unconditional aspect of the legal order. The Court of Justice of course ruled in *Internationale Hangelsgesellschaft*\(^\text{32}\) that provisions of Community law held supremacy over national constitutional provisions. A majority of Member States however would not share this view. Their courts’ understandings of supremacy are conditional, and the Court of Justice’s rulings are refracted through their own national constitutional lenses.\(^\text{33}\) Some indeed have had the opportunity to make explicit their rejection of EC law supremacy over their constitutions.\(^\text{34}\) According to the conventional constitutional rhetoric however, such positions by Member State courts are regarded as temporary aberrations, with the expectation that they will eventually fall into line. Weiler for example spoke of the ‘evolutionary character’ of the process of the incorporation of the principle by the national supreme courts.\(^\text{35}\) What such views fail to capture is that the conditionality attached to supremacy is not a temporary aberration, but a permanent feature of the EU constitutional order. The drafting history of the supremacy clause is instructive - with the first drafts of the article providing that the law of the EU constitution would be supreme over the law and constitutions of the Member States. The final text, contained in Article I-6 of the Constitutional Treaty, meanwhile provided that ‘the Constitution and law adopted by the institutions of the Union in exercising competences conferred on it shall have primacy over the law of the Member States’. Despite a statement annexed
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to the Constitutional Treaty that the provision was simply a codification of existing case law, its absence certainly allowed for an ambiguity not provided for in the Court’s own jurisprudence.

Of course, that ambiguities over the scope of the supremacy principle were present in the negotiated Treaty outcome is unsurprising. The Court’s version of supremacy is only one version of this story, told for particular purposes. Whilst this version has tended to be privileged and reified in EU law writing, it simply does not capture the complexity, the mixed ‘in between-ness’ of the EU constitutional order. An alternative version is gaining ascendancy in academic writing which draws on the idea of constitutional pluralism, presenting the relationships between the EU and national orders as ‘pluralistic rather than monistic, and interactive rather than hierarchical’. Fixing a matter such as the primacy of EU law over national constitutional provisions definitively, and unconditionally in a constitution would, according to Shaw, ‘require something akin to a constitutional revolution in Europe and in the Member States’. Rather than taking the constitutionally impossible step of concretising the position of the Court and its legal order, removing the indeterminacy of the system, and establishing definitively the status of the Court and the effects of its rulings, the settlement reached in the Constitutional Treaty left these issues open and indeterminate, rejecting the maximalist view of the Court’s constitution.

As well as containing a denial of the Court’s conception of supremacy, the Constitutional Treaty also rejects the view that the Court unequivocally holds *kompetenz-kompetenz*: the competence to determine the limits of EU competence. The concern, reflected in the German constitutional court’s challenge in *Brunner* is that in exercising its review powers, the Court of Justice may countenance an extension to the Community’s powers as set out in the Treaty. Such an extension could only be validated by the Member States, as it is they who remain, according to the German constitutional court, the ‘Masters of the Treaty’. Under the Constitutional Treaty, the exercise of the Union’s competences was to continue to be subject to the operation of the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality, with an obvious emphasis on preferring greater *ex ante* monitoring of its operation (through for example, the new role provided for national parliaments) over *ex post* legal action. The attempted demarcation of the nature and scope of competences in the Constitutional Treaty could not however be expected to reduce the incidence of actions alleging a trans-
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gression of the limits of competence, nor would it have made it any easier for the Court to resolve. Any extension to explicitly conferred competences by the Court appears ruled out by Article I-11 Constitutional Treaty, which provides that competences not explicitly conferred on the EU by the Constitutional Treaty remain with the Member States. Potential problems would however arise were the Court required to rule on the very question of whether or not competence in a particular case has, or has not been handed over, rather than simply assessing whether the exercise of power falls within clear cut categories.

However, at the same time as these denials of the conventional constitutional rhetoric, the Constitutional Treaty contained a number of aspects that would have contributed to an entrenchment and further development of the Court’s role as a Constitutional Court for the EU. The first of these is the incorporation in Part II of the Constitutional Treaty of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. The Charter, adopted in a non-binding declaratory form in 2000, would - under the Constitution - have binding force, though certain of its provisions (but by no means all) have previously been recognised and enforced by the ECJ as part of an overarching set of ‘general principles of law’. Its inclusion may be perceived as desirable from the perspective of enhancing legitimacy, clarity and transparency within the EU order, and it certainly throws into relief the European Court’s constitutional function in ensuring the respect of such rights. The Court’s tasks under the Charter would be by no means straightforward. The Court would be required to identify justiciable ‘rights’ and non-justiciable ‘principles’, and there may be the potential for dissonance between the EU’s human rights jurisprudence, and that of the ECHR ( recognised under the Constitution as general principles of law); and for confusion to arise over the overlap between rights expressed in Part II, and those contained elsewhere in the Constitution and in Union law.

The Constitutional Treaty gave the fundamental rights responsibility of the Court an extra dimension with the ‘depillarisation’ of the existing EU order, and the extension of the Court’s jurisdiction to the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice,\(^{39}\) which incorporates the former EC Treaty provisions on visas, asylum and immigration, and the Police and Judicial Co-operation pillar. Notably, the standard preliminary reference procedure would be available in these areas, rather than the existing system which allows States to exclude the opportunity entirely (in respect to Police and Judicial Co-operation), or it restrict to the highest courts (in

\(^{39}\) Though remaining to all intents and purposes excluded from ruling in respect of the Common Foreign and Security Policy, see M-G Ketvel, ‘The Jurisdiction of the European Court of Justice in Respect of the Common Foreign and Security Policy’ (2006) 55 ICLQ 77.
with respect to the field of visas, asylum and immigration). Bringing these areas within the general jurisdiction of the ECJ is significant from a constitutional, fundamental rights perspective simply because it is in respect to the subject matter of these areas that concerns about fundamental rights and freedoms may be considered particularly acute. This is reflected in particular by the revised form of Article 234 EC, which declares that ‘in a case pending before a court or tribunal of a member state with regard to a person in custody, the Court shall act with a minimum of delay’.  

Clearly, human rights issues may find their way before the Court through preliminary references from national courts. Another route is through judicial review, and the direct action for annulment, found in the Constitutional Treaty at Article III-365. In a note submitted to the Working Group on the Charter/ECHR in September 2002, Advocate General Jacobs expressed the view that even if the proposed inclusion of the Charter were to go ahead, ‘the fundamental rights so recognised or referred to, risk remaining an empty shell if there is no system of judicial remedies which guarantees the effective protection of those rights’. The Advocate General had presented strident calls for a new interpretation of the standing rules already, in his judicial capacity, most notably in the case of Unión des Pequeños Agricultores. In its judgment in that case, the Court of Justice confirmed the existing rules, and failed to endorse the Advocate General’s new test, stating that if any change to the standing rules were necessary, then change must come from the Member States in the context of a Treaty revision, rather than from the Court itself.

Thus, the issue appeared on the Convention’s agenda. Whilst the weight of academic opinion has tended towards favouring a liberalisation of the standing rules, particularly in the light of the introduction of the Charter so as to facilitate individuals’ access to the Court, it would be a mistake to assume that there is unqualified support for this development across the EU. Member State traditions in relation to judicial review are quite different. As one current Judge of the Court, speaking in a personal capacity observed, whilst challenges to the administrative acts of the executive are generally permitted across the Member States, the idea of allowing for the annulment of general legislative measures passed in accordance with democratic procedures is, according to some legal traditions, ‘almost revolting’. Article III-365 CT makes some rather tokenistic
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40 Article III-369 Constitutional Treaty.
gestures towards a liberalisation of standing, confirming that in principle individuals can challenge any administrative or general legislative measure, though removing the requirement of individual concern in respect of self-executing non-legislative acts. Apart from these minor advances in the standing rules under the Constitutional Treaty, the restrictive force of the standing rules remained. Perversely, as Craig has noted, the Constitution ‘exhorts the Member States to provide sufficient legal protection in the field of Union law, while saying nothing about any similar obligation on the Union concerning access to justice’.  

Thus the Constitutional Treaty would have gone some way to entrenching the constitutional functions of the Court, and, in tandem with the consequences of the various changes to introduced by the Nice Treaty, could be expected to contribute to an increasing specialisation of the Court’s constitutional role. At same time, the process of negotiating the Constitutional Treaty and formalising the Court’s constitutionalised doctrines challenged its constitutional rhetoric. Such damage was done regardless of whether ratification ultimately took place.

3: The Court under the Reform Treaty

Of course, ratification by all Member States was not possible. Whilst a majority successfully completed the ratification process, the ‘no’ votes in the Netherlands and France halted the process and led to two-year ‘period of reflection’. In June 2007, the Heads of State and Government, meeting as the European Council, agreed on a way forward that would see reform of the existing Treaties, providing for the maintenance of many of the institutional innovations contained in the Constitutional Treaty, but which would see some of the more controversial elements removed. The European Council agreed on a mandate to form the basis and framework for negotiations in an Intergovernmental Conference, commencing in July 2007. That a way out of the constitutional impasse could be found
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45 Such as the potential for the Court of First Instance (which would have been renamed the ‘General Court’ under the Constitutional Treaty) taking on jurisdiction for Article 234 EC references.


is in many respects down to Germany’s President Angela Merkel’s careful diplomacy. With Germany’s six-month Presidency of the European Council coming to an end, Portugal has taken over the task of managing the move to the adoption of a formal Reform Treaty document. The proposed time scale is ambitious. When presenting its Presidency Programme, Portugal’s Prime Minister Socrates stated a commitment to having agreement on the text of the Treaty by the middle of October 2007.

According to the IGC Mandate, ‘[t]he constitutional concept, which consisted in repealing all existing Treaties and replacing them by a single text called “Constitution” is abandoned’. The envisaged Reform Treaty will retain the current two-Treaty approach, bringing amendments to both the Treaty on European Union, and to the EC Treaty, which will be renamed the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. The language of constitutionalism is rejected, as are those aspects from the Constitutional Treaty perceived by some as redolent of statism: the motto, flag and anthem, and the nomenclature of ‘Union Minister for Foreign Affairs’, now renamed the ‘High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy’. Amendments to the form and functioning of the institutions, necessary to ensure a more effective operation of an ever-expanding Union are, by and large maintained, as are the extensions to the Court’s jurisdiction over the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice. The concern with competences and their proper exercise is apparent. A Declaration is proposed which reinforces the principle of conferral, and which additionally acknowledges for the first time that the Member State governments, through Treaty revision may both increase and reduce competences conferred by them on the Union.

The provision on the primacy of Union law will not appear in the main text of the Treaties, though a Declaration is proposed, the text of which will provide that ‘[t]he Conference recalls that, in accordance with the well-settled case law of the EU Court of Justice, the Treaties and the law adopted by the Union on the basis of the Treaties have primacy over the law of the Member States, under the conditions laid down by the said case-law’. As with the formulation contained in the Constitutional Treaty, there is no explicit mention of the supremacy of EU law over national constitutions. The reference to the primacy of the law of the Treaties meanwhile does suggest that the supremacy principle should not be seen as limited to the law of the former community pillar but extends across the actions of the Union.
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48 Presidency Conclusions ANNEX 1 [1].
49 Although concessions to certain States appear necessary on the introduction of new voting rules in Council.
A more significant omission from the main body of the Treaties is that of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, though the envisaged reformed TEU will cross-reference it, and will state that it will have legally binding force, and the same legal value as the Treaties. The Charter is to be re-enacted by the institutions, and published in the Official Journal. However, a set of declarations and protocols seek to limit the impact of the Charter, and the use which can be made of it by the Court. The UK government’s position on the legal status of the Charter has hardened considerably since its agreement to the Constitutional Treaty. Under a proposed Protocol, the UK seeks to limit the legal effects of the Charter. The Protocol provides:

Article 1

1. The Charter does not extend the ability of the Court of Justice, or any court or tribunal of the United Kingdom, to find that the laws, regulations or administrative provisions, practices or action of the United Kingdom are inconsistent with the fundamental rights, freedoms and principles that it reaffirms.

2. In particular, and for the avoidance of doubt, nothing in...the Charter creates justiciable rights applicable to the United Kingdom except in so far as the United Kingdom has provided for such rights in its national law’.

It has been reported that the UK government became particularly concerned with the potential for the Charter, and its interpretation by the Court, to challenge national labour law, requiring extensions to the rights available at national level. This position was no doubt sharpened following recent Advocates Generals’ opinions which consider the right to strike, arising in the context of attempts to assure respect for employment terms and conditions by service providers making use of the free movement of services provisions.\(^50\) Significantly, Advocate General Maduro in his opinion recognised the rights to associate and take collective action as being of ‘a fundamental character within the Community legal order, as the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union reaffirms’.\(^51\)

At the June Summit, two other States, Poland and Ireland, reserved their right to join this Protocol. In addition, Poland also entered a unilateral declaration, to the effect that the Charter ‘does not affect in any way the right of Member States to legislate in the sphere of public morality, family

\(^{50}\) Opinion of AG Maduro in Case C-438/05 International Transport Workers’ Federation and the Finnish Seamen’s Union v Viking Line ABP and OÜ Viking Line Eestli (23 May 2007); and Opinion of AG Mengozzi in Case C-341/05 Laval un Partneri Ltd v Svenska Byggnadsarbetsföreningen and others (23 May 2007).

\(^{51}\) Viking Line (n 50) para 60.
law as well as the protection of human dignity and the respect for human physical and moral integrity’.

It will remain to be seen how successful such moves are in restricting the Court in its use of the Charter and the development of its human rights jurisprudence. Certainly, there is nothing legally to stand in the way of the Court pursuing fundamental rights protection and interpretation through the route of general principles, rather than explicitly under the Charter. Indeed, save in a small number of exceptional cases, and despite invitations from Advocates General, sometimes particularly forcibly: in his opinion in Case C-303/05 Advocaten voor de Wereld v Leden van de Ministerrad (3 May 2007), for example, AG Ruiz-Jarabo Colomer argued that ‘the Court must break its silence and recognise the authority of the Charter of Fundamental Rights as an interpretative tool at the forefront of the protection of the fundamental rights which are part of the heritage of the Member States’ (para 79).

It could be suggested that the Court may be increasingly wary of taking such a lead, given the complicated political environment that it operates within, the lessons learnt from the past that its constitutionalised doctrines do not always gain unqualified support and acceptance, and with new levels of opposition from within some of the new Member State

4: The End of Judicial Constitutionalisation?

According to an accepted view of the integration process, during periods in the Union’s history when the political dimension has been stalled, the European Court had stepped in, delivering judgments which have further developed - indeed federalised- the legal order, and maintained the integrative momentum. Could we expect the Court do so again during the current period of constitutional limbo and political uncertainty?

It could be suggested that the Court may be increasingly wary of taking such a lead, given the complicated political environment that it operates within, the lessons learnt from the past that its constitutionalised doctrines do not always gain unqualified support and acceptance, and with new levels of opposition from within some of the new Member State

52 Sometimes particularly forcibly: in his opinion in Case C-303/05 Advocaten voor de Wereld v Leden van de Ministerrad (3 May 2007), for example, AG Ruiz-Jarabo Colomer argued that ‘the Court must break its silence and recognise the authority of the Charter of Fundamental Rights as an interpretative tool at the forefront of the protection of the fundamental rights which are part of the heritage of the Member States’ (para 79).

53 Including it as an additional source confirming the status of fundamental rights in Case C-540/03 Parliament v Council [2006] ECR I-576; Case C-303/05 Advocaten voor de Wereld v Leden van de Ministerrad (3 May 2007); Case C-432/05 Unibet Ltd v Justititekanslern (13 March 2007).
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orders. On one level, recent activities of the Court would tend to support the first view. As Mangold demonstrates, during the period of formal constitutional uncertainty, the Court has continued to hand down judgments of constitutional significance. A particularly notable contribution over recent years has been the Court’s rulings which have seen it extend principles developed in the Community pillar across the three pillar structure, moving some way towards bringing a unifying coherence to the fragmented legal orders.

At issue in Pupino was the interpretation of national, Italian law on procedural protections offered to victims in criminal trials. Under national law, a special regime for the giving of evidence was available to alleged child sex abuse victims, enabling them to give evidence away from the Court. Council Framework Decision 2001/220/JHA on the standing of victims in criminal proceedings however provides that States should ensure special treatment is made available for all victims who are ‘particularly vulnerable’. The victims in the national criminal trial - all children - had allegedly been abused by a school teacher, but not sexually. Could they nonetheless take advantage of the provisions in the Framework Decision when giving their evidence? Under Article 34(2)(b) TEU, Framework Decisions are defined as being ‘binding upon the Member States as to the result to be achieved but shall leave to the national authorities the choice of forms and methods’. This article further explicitly provides that these measures ‘shall not entail direct effect’. As such, the national law could not simply be substituted by the EU provision. Nonetheless, and in opposition to some of the views presented by Member States in the case, the Court of Justice considered it possible to read across the principle of indirect effect, or consistent interpretation, from the EC order into the Police and Judicial Co-operation pillar. Identifying the significant similarities between directives and framework decisions, and overcoming the formal absence of an Article 10 EC duty of loyal cooperation in the TEU provisions, the Court reasoned that:

It would be difficult for the Union to carry out its task effectively if the principle of loyal cooperation, requiring in particular that Member States take all appropriate measures, whether general or particular, to ensure fulfilment of their obligations under European Union law, were not also binding in the area of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters.
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Meanwhile, in *Dell’Orto*, the Court was presented with a request for a preliminary ruling from an Italian court, again on the scope of Framework Decision 2001/220/JHA, this time on whether legal, as well as natural persons are covered by its terms when they are the victims of alleged crimes. Rather than being brought under Article 35 TEU, which provides the basis for preliminary rulings under the third pillar, the referring court had used the Article 234 EC procedure. However, according to the Court, which appeared to draw interpretative strength from the unifying dimensions of its *Pupino* judgment,

the fact that the order for reference does not mention Article 35 EU, but refers to Article 234 EC, cannot of itself make the reference for preliminary ruling inadmissible. This conclusion is reinforced by the fact that the Treaty on European Union neither expressly nor by implication lays down the form in which the national court must present its reference for a preliminary ruling.

Finally, in *Gestoras Pro Amnistìa*, the Court was asked to fill the gaps in the legal order to enable an action in damages to be brought by litigants affected by EU measures adopted outside the Community framework. The Basque group Gestoras Pro Amnistìa had, it alleged, been wrongly identified as a terrorist group in an annex to a Council Common Position on the application of certain measures to combat terrorism, and had subsequently suffered damage through the freezing of its assets, for which it sought redress. The Common Position had been adopted jointly on the CFSP basis of Article 15 TEU and Article 34 TEU, the Police and Judicial Co-operation pillar. A Council declaration at the time of the adoption of the Common Position provided that in the event of any error in respect to those on the list, the injured party had the right to seek judicial redress. An action in damages before the CFI had been thrown out, and indeed, the Court of Justice agreed that no action in damages could stand - Article 35 TEU did not grant it jurisdiction to hear actions in damages. However, Article 35 TEU also excludes jurisdiction of the Court over common positions. Nonetheless, the Court ruled that this exclusion was based on the assumption that common positions were without binding legal effects for third parties. Where this assumption was wrong, and the measure had binding legal effects, it could come before
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the Court, regardless of its nomenclature. The Court relied on case law from the Community pillar to make this point:

The right to make a reference to the Court for a preliminary ruling must therefore exist in respect of all measures adopted by the Council, whatever their nature or form, which are intended to have legal effects in relation to third parties (see, by analogy, Case 22/70 Commission v Council (ERTA) [1971] ECR 263, paragraphs 38 to 42, and Case C-57/95 France v Commission [1997] ECR I-1627, paragraph 7 et seq.).

Equally, despite their apparent exclusion from Article 35(6) TEU, common positions with legal effects could be subject to action in annulments brought by the Commission or by the Member States.

This case law may thus present a view of the Court taking its first steps towards unifying the legal orders of the fragmented pillars around a Community legal logic, and they would seem to accord with a view of the Court as constitutional hero, pushing forward the integration process whilst it is stalled through other routes. As Fletcher reports for example, ‘as the EU faces yet another political crisis following the failure of the constitutional treaty, the European Court of Justice has boldly stepped in to flex its transformative muscles once again’. Certainly, a legal narrative could continue to be employed that reifies the role of the Court, that accords a central role to it in pushing forward constitutionalisation. And an argument could be advanced that there was a certain inevitability to these decisions, that the law has its own path dependent logic, in that earlier decisions, and the bases on which they were taken have consequences which flowed inexorably to these rulings, and beyond.

However, I would suggest that we need to be cautious about accepting this view of an inherently integrative legal order. Certainly, it cannot be ignored that the Court operates as a legal institution, and as such, reasoning by analogy is recognised as an appropriate interpretative approach, and the doctrine of precedence is an important feature, but to simply accept that there is a certain inevitability to these judgments, and any continued constitutionalisation of the other pillars, would be to write out all sense of agency in the legal order. On any one point, the Court will be faced with a range of legally arguable views, all presented as the natural consequences of the previous case law, such is the nature of legal argumentation. These views may be internal to the judicial process itself, as presented by Advocates General, by the parties to the case, and
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by those providing observations. The perspectives of the Commission’s Legal Service presented as observations may prove a valuable resource (the results in Mangold and Pupino both appear to accord with the approach favoured by the Commission, for example), and the composition of the Court may also be significant. The Court will also be participating in a wider, iterative learning process, drawing on signals from other institutions and national courts to determine what may be considered appropriate and legitimate, through both internal and external perspectives. Such an explanation may for example be seen as one of the causes of the Court’s continued refusal to accord horizontal direct effects to directives. Equally, it may learn that national court support is not whole-hearted for its reading across of Community pillar norms and principles into other areas, and should wait for formal developments to take place through Member State reform of the Treaty framework. There is much to be said of Ross’s argument that ‘effectiveness is emerging as the driver of constitutional evolution’: its language and logic lies explicitly within many of these cases, indeed, it appears as something of a justificatory ‘institutional mantra’, however, there are clear limits to what the Court recognises it can achieve in the name of effectiveness.

Conclusion

Amongst its many functions, the Court has a significant role in conducting constitutional review, a role which extends across the pillars of the EU. It reviews the constitutionality of EU measures, and holds the Member States to account for their respect for EU law, both directly, under actions brought according to the 226-228 EC enforcement procedure, and indirectly, through Article 234 EC. The Court’s powers are strongly developed in respect to Community law, and it is currently taking steps to develop its assigned role in relation to measures currently under the third pillar. Thus, it is generally accepted that the Court has constitutionalised the EC Treaty, and is now undertaking a comparable project in relation to elements of the EU Treaty. In this article, it has been argued that to the extent that constitutionalisation has been undertaken by the
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Court, it has done so, and could continue to do so only with the support of a range of legal and political actors. The constitutionalised Treaty according to the Court does not necessarily have the same qualities when viewed from the perspective of the Member State. It has questioned the assumption of an inherently integrative logic questioned, and this appears more pertinent today, with the proposed Reform Treaty containing provisions which would seem to act as a potential brake on the assumed drive to ‘ever closer union’ - such as the acknowledgement that competences may be handed back to Member States, and States may withdraw from the Union. This feature is one of many aspects of the complex context within which the Court must operate. In the final analysis, we could broadly expect the Court, charged with task of ensuring law is observed, to seek to take such steps as a necessary to promote the effectiveness of the legal order, within the limits of the Treaty, and to the extent that it can rely on a sufficient basis of support for its interpretations of the law. Reliance on an assumed respect for, and acceptance of, legal rulings simply because they have the quality of law may prove misplaced.